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Chief Justice indicates Meares, Gitskan Wetsuwet'en
Trials to be heard together

HA- SHILTH -SA INTERVIEW

George Watts and Simon Lucas on Meares Island,
Aboriginal Title, Self Government -other Native issues
Nuu -Chah -Nulth

Tribal

Council

Chairman George Watts and Cochairman Simon Lucas recently sat
down with the Ha- Shilth -Se and
discussed a number of issues that are
important to their people. These
Island,
included
Meares
issues
Aboriginal Title and Rights, Land
Claims negotiations, the Canadian
Constitution, and Self Government.
The interview was conducted by Bob
Soderlund and Charlotte Cote.
HASHILTHSA:

Who

owns

Meares

Island?

WATTS:.
law, our
"According to
Hereditary Chiefs have title. TM rights
which the Hereditary Chiefs have to the
land Is a matter defined by the Nuu -chahnulth people themselves. This is part of
our peoples' right to self government. The

right of the Num chahoulth people to
continue Meir system of law relating to
right which has
ownership of lard is
never been taken away from them.
"This may be different from the legal
notion of "aboriginal title" according to
British and International law. Our court
w attempt to gain recognition In
case
the Canadian legal system of laws which
have always been part of our own

sy$t.lt.

There are, I think, six or seven Chiefs
who haven.
LUCAS: The evidence of ownership Is
clearly there N terms. the names of the
Indian Chiefs and what we know as Hahol'the, which means "land owned by
chiefs" and Ha -northe has radian songs
and Indian names tied to that. So for
loisants of years that was turned over
to the Hereditary Chiefs. The evidence is
Mere, the songs and dances are still there,
out question, those lands
so clearly, without
Meares Island belong to those
Hereditary
e
Chiefs.
HASHILTHSA: You talk about title to
Meares Island, what is Aboriginal Title?
Well Aboriginal Title has Its
WWATTS:
fish law and international law
origin
end [that's why there's same confusion
with ours, became ours isn't aboriginal
title because we've defined It. Non- Indian
people say Nat aboriginal title exists
because people were the original peoples
of that land andt therefore they have some
title. Which Is totally different from what
we say, we say that our Hereditary Chiefs

w If you really want to clearly provincial and federal governments have
distinguish between the two, we would say imposed on us exercising our rights. For
"Hereditary Chiefs Title" as opposed to example: here in Inc Alberni Valley Chief
"Aboriginal Title" because Aboriginal Shewish has title to a place called Paper
Title u defined by international law and Mill Dam and our people go to fish there.
British law only talks about the use and Now because of our Chief Sheer.. title
occupancy of the land and our ownership and our
we
n go fish {here
far
deeper
than
use
and
oc
we
g
want.
whenever
we feel that
es
just
anytime
cumin, of the land.
need salmon. New the federal law says
HA- SHILTH -SA: Has Aboriginal Title that we can't and what they do is put our
been extinguished?
people in jail if we go and fish.. it isn't
WATTS: No, our title can't be ex- Nat we don't have the rights, Ms that the
tinguished unless there is no further non- Indian people have exercised their
police powers to try to stop our rights and
Passing down of that title and we have
system whereby it goes down to the next that's why there's all that confusion about
person in line in the family and If that it.
Isn't possible it moves on to another
HASHILTH -SA: What do the Nuu -chahfamily [hats joined wiN the Chief's family ninth people want in a Land Claims set but we always have system for passing dement?
on the tide, and therefore It never
WATTS: I Mink we've gat to get away
shed. TM eNy possible way that from Inc word settlement because it has a
our i title can ever be extinguished Is to dó finality to it. We're not Joking for
away with our people. As long a into something final. What
re looking for
wing we will have that title.
is, because we have title to the land and
n the west coast of v
Vancouver
seas,
of
add
to
that,
the
strength
that
we
have
LUCAS: And
Island.
clearly
bond
the title also comes down to clans. I'll just agreement with the non -Indian people
samples. In my tribe, we've g
about how we're going to coexist. So any
That's as agreement would spell out clearly how
what w call It
people, and "Hy -my -ass- the non -Indian jurisdictìans are going to
title toe group
and all of our tribes have those clan relate to Indian jurisdictions, what
strengthen the title that resources are
names
to be set aside for our
we speak .hat.
exclusive use and benefit, what powers we
HA
H -SA: How do aboriginal may wish to share with non -Indian
tie
hn
with
this title?
governmenu- all of tome things have to
rights
in
our
Well,
if
you
beck
be
WATTS:
...agreement Now the
that
people
s
ee
hat
our
reason
I
say
history you would
that I don't like the word
exercise Meir rigors because of that tide. "settlement" is that we caií t assume Mat
agreement should apply
The chiefs title allowed his subjects to that
exercise certain aboriginal rights. That forever to all generations. We have no
to this day. If you talk to our idea where this world is going to be
areas, for in- hundred years from now, and therefore
people there
peo
where people are allowed to go we should a allow the ability to our
h rvest salmon, harvest seafood and what descendents to open up those negotiations,
ma. It's because all of those areas are tied providing that its agreeable to the Indian
have title,

will.
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hole of the Hesquie[ PtITI

'alma[
said. So Tie recognition
to
for our hereditary

}i ,.

simen Lures

Prescott. Well, they're on hereditary land
of one of our chiefs. It would seem to me
that if there was recognition and respect,
then Mr. Coulson should have some kind
of relationship, some kind of recognition
to that chief, Nat he is using the resources
of his land to get wealthy, and that those
e benefitting a lot of non
resources
Indian
opt.
What kind of benellts
:
would there be to the non-Indians if there
was a land claim agreement?
WATTS: I think that the James Bay
agreement for ca- existence clearly in
mules that there's economic bends for
on- Indian people. If you go back in the
history of why they negotiated the James
Bay agreement, it's because the Quebec
to establish large
hydros projects sin order
payment for the people In Chan. Well.
after 10 rears, the review from

or needing of the agreements
a going bev
Important for us Me
were ursuir,gY
1995, the IOiyear review showed that the
IfoHwAhat
9HILTH.9A: So wad you're moans actual settlement of the gemee Bey

leg.

of

hat many d the
Simon, a
dierY chiefs arm'[reco6ni
LUCAS: Well. they
rtaely
t weren't
recognized In terms of when the Indian
ACt was established.
WATTS: [think if you want an example
,oP that non -recognition you could look a[ a
'place like SoquaM1[ Bay. There, e logging

lino.,
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existence' agreement.
LUCAS: And further to Nat, what we're
trying to do is convince both levels o
government that s we n fact, have Hobor., which is land. And what's hap
pond
teeny of our chiefs, like In
m tribe `,here
.there'. four main chiefs in our
tribe that have absolute land ownership.
Then noes three subchiefs that have
%lurid ownership which wound take In
the

mission from the Nauman
Iwithout written
malin Tribal Council, P.O. Box IBM Port Alberni,
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to

because
perhaps
that
agreement
will have outlived Its
usefulness and they will need to set outa
new agreement and that's not unusual.
Many agreements In the world between
peoples have found their usefulness gene
and pope have dated to renegotiate. so
I think that we should keep away from the
word "settlement" and look more at "so-

title.
LUCAS: The rights are there, are real
today. Almost every tribe has song that
tells of a right of that tribe to have the
whale that has drifted on to that shoreline.
Or it someone else got it within their
Nat right is still believed to this
whale .Min some
day tat if they got
other chief's territory that whale would
have to go hack to that Hereditary Chief.
WATTS: Why the issue of rights Is not
clearly understood by non -Indian people is
because the non- Indian jurisdictions of the

on- Indian

negotiation.

we would say that the rights Plow from the
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agreement created more jobs then the
hydro project which was Tie reason that
they originally went in there. And I think
i Alaska
proven that
s been
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As a
t o new
there of tribal
related babe settlement

claims.
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by Bob Soderlund

At

a

con.

April

24 and
Allan
Justice
Chief

%renal
25,

pre -trial
an

McEachern Indicated
that the Meares Island
case and the Gltskancase
Wet'suwet'en
would be heard together
under The same judge.
The Chief Justice Is also
considering adding the
CNR Twin Tracking
se involving the Stale
Nation in with the other
all three
two cases.
the
groups
native
In
cases
will be arguing that
they have Aboriginal
their
over
Title
traditional lands.
Justice
Chief
McEachern said that he
expected that evidence
Gitskanthe
in

want to get dragged
Into their enormous
case.

a

number

of

native

from
people

the
and

"While our claim Is Aheusahi tribes.
Barbara Lane is an
Aboriginal Title we are

asking the court anthropologist and has
for relief in connection expertise in testifying
regarding
cases
on on
trees
the
with
Coast
West
Meares Island and all North
the other aspects et Indians, Including the
Aboriginal Title we'll famous Bold Decision
undecided,' in Washington State.
leave
John Dewhirst has
Woodward explained.
field research with
done
We are not asking for
and
total exclusion of
a
Tribes,
the
Ahousaht
provincial jurisdiction Clayoquot
at this time he says, particularly on the use
while the Gitskan are of the forest. His studies
asking for total ex. have shown visible tree
native
cicala, of provincial
people
in by last 50
jurisdiction.
this
be
will
evidence
no
Is
Also them
question of overlap of thedCrowns'ulaimathat
claims in the Meares
case
island case but in the natives have abandoned
weten
Aboriginal Title
would be admissable as Gitskan case there are theiraccepting reserves
by
series
evidence In the Meares several
the and leaving the land
with
Island case and vice overlaps,
He also made Carrier Sekani, Hinge, unoccupied.
Another key witness
and others.
Tahltsh
specific reference that
evidence" This will make their is Archeologist Arnold
cultural
In case et the very lease Stryd, a leading expert
should M s
n culturally modified
lengthy,
expensive,
each other's case.
Stryd did a study
trees.
and
Jack Woodward, lapel complicated
for
CMT's
on
unpleasant,
the possibly
Ággnsal
for
In
Blade!
MacMillan
and
oars Woodward.
Ahousaho
n
has
he
1994
and
Justice
Chief
Clayoquot tribe. and
Branfled on this study
is
now
Mc
Eeehern
Nuuchah-nulth
the
two Nuu. ah.
for
Tribal Council, who are considering all of Me ninththetribes over the
the plaintiffs In the arguments and It is
the
It
Island case expected that his final last 16 months. study en
Meares
of
massive
said that he strongly written decision will be most
undertaken
objected to joining the given by the first week CMT's
dTis a huge advance
May.
end
together
cases
the science.
o A court date will be in
having
specially
Berry Gough Is a
written
in
the
cultural evidence ad- included
most historian and author of
Two
sable
for
each decision.
on early British
dher's cases, as the likely date that were books
other's
history.
Columbia
precultures of the two mentioned at the
the
explain
will
vastly trial, should the c
are
groups
of
European history
Le heard together,
different.
to
Island
Vancouver
or
Woodward says that November 0, .996
a
better
court
the
give
are
different January 11. 1.7,
they
the
If Justice McEachern understanding of
with different
that
Aboriginal
cultures and different decides to join the cases place held in all of the
together It is expected Title
legal facts.
early decisions.
"Joining the two or that the Nuu-ncil nu
A
great deal
will
Council
will result Tribal
three cases
ca
been
has
Rosenberg, evidence
greater Instruct
In
n
gathered through In.
ana
Rosenberg
ins
Woodward
and
expense
with the
Wood- Woodward to appeal the Nuu.ohahNuu.chah -nulth people
more decision.
ward tense"
themselves
and there
Grounds for appeal
It take.
II
of
a
number
be
will
Chief
away from the right of would be
testimony
giving
them
ings' rete
the Justice Dickson's
Indians c
the
that cases during the trial. These
saying
Meares Island case to ruling
he
well
Aboriginal Tide are witnesses
have control over their of Aboriginal
the
when
Seim.
at
to
reports of the aspens
and
distinct
It would mean that separate
es which are based are complete.
representing
lawyers
Woodward,
Lawyer
facts
the Mares Island case on the separate
to
reluctant
although
tribe.
to
each
would have to attend applicable
specific
the
Several expert wit- discuss
Gitskanthe
willllbe
that
evidence
well
give
m trial for n es
Wveral
supporting presented, did say that
In testimony
months
raI
several
is
Island
islete
be the Native Claim that Meares
Smtthers
Tine exists literally blanketed with
to
cross Aboriginal Title
prepared
modified
amine their witnesses and that native people culturally
"There
trees.
have used and continue
If they disagreed with
and r
to use the trees on thousands
the evidence given.
and
thousands
The Meares Island Meares Ions
of
culturally
include thousands
Witnesses
case Is much simpler
John modified trees"
Lane,
Barbera
and less expensive than
high
Arnoud Woodward,
case says Dryd,
the
unbroken
an
how
Woodward and we don't. Stryd, Barry Gough and
'only

e

record
<

q

of

poernd

agreed

Indian
Meares
es
Of

MacMillan Burdel will
that
be
arguing
Aboriginal Title has
been
extinguished.

Island.
are
"There
(culturally
modified)
trees in
lorach and every
year for at least 400
years," he says.
Rumor has It that
on
research
recent
Meares Island has also
and
located
some
documented
were
that
sites
Village
unknown.
previously
will
While the
and Clayoquots will be
attempting to prove
have
they
that

A.A..
Title

Aboriginal
Meares

jurisdiction
trees,

to
and

Island
the

the

over

provincial

Woodward
believes
their arguments will
include
firstly,
the
premise that Aboriginal
Title
extinguished
by the a early colonial
land acts around lets
were
when
settlers
given the right to take
land and cut trees,
secondly that native
people abandoned Their

title rr

accepting

by

reserves and also by
the
land
leaving
A
third
unoccupied.
defence

could

native

people

be

that

have

w
"Don't fight

us,

Matt

in.

with
Aboriginal
Title by
complying with other
provincial laws.
"Our point will be to
show that the Indian
people
always
conforest to be
omen,
their private preserve
brining wood
for
products," says Jeck
consistent

Woodward.
"We want to show
that
Indian
people
treated Meares Island
as their own private
tree farm licence and
that's Inconsistent with
hn
adela
MacMillan
claim that they have a
tree farm
licence,"

Woodward says.

.wee

us ",

join

NTC urges
e

federal government
instead of being in the
Null
Council n has position of intervenor
Tribal
made a formal request which is "an offer of
to
to the federal gover- friendly assistance
a
Being
court.
the
nment, asking that the
no
longer
is
defendent
of
Attorney -General

The

Plaintiff In support
the

claims

of

of

the

Clayoquot she Arousal
people in their osier

lotion
title.
The
made

of

aboriginal
was

request
Through

says

nee friendly,"

lo
to

Indian

resultof e
Crumble esaresulDavid
motion passed at a
March 23rd meeting of
Nucil.lah -ninth
the
Council.
Tribal
Ina related matter,
for
solicitors
the
the
far
Confide applied
federal Crown to be
loin. an Intervenor
Gitskan
the
in
case
However
of
However
e lietmeble
Mr,
Honorable
the
the
Justice
Y -General

et

Canada was added as a
Defers ant not as an

Intervenor.
In other words, says
Tribal
Nuu- chahlawy
Jack
lawyer
lathe
Council
Made
federal
Woodward, the
a
es
government,
now
Defendant,
s
fighting against the
Gitskan W 1 suweten

Woodward.
The decision making
a
the Attorney-General

Defend., In
Canada a an
case is
?
will
and
appeal
April nth.

Shear, so
federal
now
n

have

the

make

e

to assist the Nulu9chah-

pale

In

applied a to

the
that
the
of
title
aboriginal
people
-.Cita
Mute been

Attorney-

from
proceedings
9e'
prat
of neutrality

a
a
e

made
they
NTC
Defendent,
Chairman
Minister
told
Gamble In a letter
dated April 9th. "The
Nuudchahrnulth people

want to be In an
position
adversarial
of
Government
the
with
over
ad thisltrigals We
is
^
do net

i

m

propri ate is that a the
Government of Canada
and the Nuu -shah -ninth
people he on the same
I

these important

protecting }hoe land.
federal Crown

Canada an
the
he
in
Intervenor
case.
island
Meares
The Attorney
able to
the
In
palrticipatebe

11

of

said Watts.
issues,"
sues
Issue lot
main
The
federal
the
govern
the
case
in
government
not
or
whether
Is
9tithtitie
aboriginal
se wens. In
e
extinguished.
his letter says that if
been extlinguished^ the federal

the

few

of

General

side

argued

has been extinguished,
"not only would such e

position be

beach
Indian

might
federal

a

disastrous
to

people, but
expose

serles liability,"

it
the

to
says

Watts.
a -This

the Nulls
are

already lighting two
formidable toes: the
British
of
Province

the
and
Columbia,
Industrial
largest
In
corporation
not
Iig
do the
province.
the
fighting
want to he
well;'
as
federal Crown
says Watts.
"In short, don't fight

us;

jolt usl"
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"Meares Island Tribal Park"

"trees over 1500 years old"

:

'

ary.

:'

Much of the island is heavily
forested. There is evidence that some
of the trees are over 1500 years old.
There is evidence that one of the
largest cedar trees known to man is
on Meares Island.

Honourable Justice Seaton
Reasons for Judgment in the
Court of Appeal

Pir

"almost nothing will be left"
The proposal is to clear -cut the
area. Almost nothing will be left.
cannot think of any native right that
could be exercised on lands that have
recently been logged.
II

fi
Canoeing InClbyoquor Sound, circa 1914. Public Archives Canada.

Honourable Justice Seaton
Reasons for Judgment in the
Court of Appeal.

Historical events leading up to the Meares Island trial
Supreme Court decisions on the Calder land Case, in
which the issue of aboriginal title was addressed. The court
split 3-3, with all six judges acknowledging that aboriginal title
existed at one time but differing as to whether or not it had been
extinguished.
toil (Aug. 91: The federal government acknowledges the 1783
Royal Proclamation to be a declaration of Indian lands and that
the federal government has lawful obligations to negotiate. The
province of B.C. was expected to have input into these
negotiations.
4980: Meares Island Planning Team formed by the Ministry
of Farets.
198o: MacMillan Bloedel obtains Timber Licence No, Tot at,
pertaining to a portion of Meares Island.
Nuuchah -nulth Tribal Council presents their
Ipso:
Declaration and Claim to the Honourable John Munro, the
Minister of Indian Affairs.
1983 (Nov. 10): Provincial Cabinet's Environment and land
Use Committee announces that logging could go ahead on
Meares Island TFL's with a 20-year delay on logging those
parts visible from Tofino.
1984 (Apr. 211: Meares Island is declared a Tribal Park by the
Clayoquot Band Council and Hereditary Chiefs.
1984 (Nov.): MacMillan Bloedel obtains cutting permits for
portions of Meares Island.
1984 (Nov. 21): MacMillan Bloedel crew lands at Heelboom
Bay on east side of Meares Island. They are met by natives and
non -natives who request that they leave their chainsaws in the
boat.
19s4 (Dee. 3): B.C. Supreme Court grants a temporary injunction to MB, prohibiting protesters from interfering with the
company's activities at Heelboom Bay. At the same time the
company is restrained from cutting any large trees, building
floats or roads.
Iasi ( (Jan. 25): B.C. Supreme Court Justice Gibbs rules that
MB can go ahead with their logging plans on Meares Island,
without interference. Gibbs refuses a restraining order applied
for by the Clayoquot and Ahousat Tribes which would have
stopped MB from logging until the completion of a full trial, at
which the two tribes would argue that they have aboriginal title
to Meares Island. The Ahousat and Clayoquot appeal this
decision.
1985 (Mar, 27): B.C. Court of Appeal overturns the decision of
Justice Gibbs. Temporary injunction prevents MB from
logging until a full trial can be heard on the native claims.
Injunction runs until November '85 when the trial is to commence. Trial is delayed for about one year to allow the native
groups time to complete their research for the case.
1573:

Several tribes, later amalgamated
and
to become
what is now known as the Ahousat
Clayoquot, occupy and use Meares Island. The village at
Opitsat, on the south -weal shore of Meares Island, is located on
one of the largest middens nn the coast of British Columbia and
indicates over S,nmyears of native use_
1778: Captain James Cook arrives at Nootka Sound and
remains for about one month to repair his ship. Cook has
contact with natives at Yuquat (Friendly Cove) and initiates
fur trading with the natives. This is followed by a period of
intensive fur trading (approximately 1790 to 1858).
1791 -92: Captain John Gray and crew build Fort Protection on
Meares Island and stay for the winter to repair their ship and
build a small schooner, the Adventure. During their stay they
are attacked by natives and in turn, they attack and burn the
village of Opitsat.
esas: Colony of Vancouver Island established.
1858: Colony of British Columbia established.
fees: Colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia
PRE -CONTACT:

unite.

British Columbia joins confederation.
loll: First permanent white settlement on the west coast of
tß71:

Vancouver Island established at Clayoquot on Stubbs Island,
across from Meares Island.
4874-75: First missionaries arrive on the west coast.
lain: First joint committee on Indian reserves established to
lay out reserves.
1889: Reserves established for Clayoquot and Ahousat Bands.
as99: Christie School built on Meares Island by the Roman
Catholic Church.
1912 -16: Provincial and federal governments formed the
McKenna McBride Commission to review and finalize the
allotment of Indian Reserves in B.C.
1913: Legislation passed making potiatching a criminal act.
This law was in place until 1952.
1920 -24: Allied tribes fight the bill to make the McKenna
McBride Commission "the final settlement" for land claims in
British Columbia. They are successful.
1927: Joint committee makes recommendation, later to
become law, that fundraising by Indian organizations for land
claims becomea criminal offense.
1955: Tree Farm Licence No. 22 issued to B.C. Forest
Products. Sutton Lumber Company's timber lease assigned to
MacMillan Bloedel.
1969: Liberal government issues White Paper on Indian
Affairs reversing their stand on Indian land claims and
refusing to recognize that aboriginal title is valid.

NUU- CHAH -NULTH

On April 22nd, 1984 Meares Island was declared a Tribal Park
by the Clayoquot Tribe, who along with the Ahousat Tribe, hold
aboriginal title to the island.
The following statement was made in declaring the island

"Meares Island Tribal Park ". The Clayoquot Band do declare
Meares Island a Tribal Park and we call for:
1) Total preservation of Meares Island based on title and
survival of our native way of life.
2) Preserve Meares Island, as the island is an economic base
of our people who harvest natural unspoiled native foods, including all (a) seafoods and shellfish, (b) protect our
traditional hunting rights of deer and water fowl, etc., (c)
protect the rights of our Elders to continue the gathering of
their Indian medicines, (d) protect the right of native artists to
cedar bark, cedar for
continue the gathering of their needs

vArxnuvrai

u

-

canoes and paddles and masks, etc.
3) Protection of all herrings, spawning grounds around the

island.
et Protection of salmon streams on the island.
5) Protection of all traplines.
e) Protection of all sacred burial sites on Meares Island.
The native people are prepared to share Meares Island with
nonnatives, provided that you adhere to the laws of our
forefathers, which was always there. On that basis we
recognize your needs for:
1) Watershed, as they (Tofino residents) already have in
place their water system on Meares Island.
2) Hunting of waterfowl in Lemmens Inlet, existing
aquaculture leases. We would permit access to our island for
hiking, camping, fishing, whale
recreational purposes
watching, gathering restricted amounts of seafood and
shellfish.
3) Recognize our land Claims, that there be no resources
removed from Meares Island excluding watershed.
Signed by the Clayoquot Band Council and Hereditary Chiefs.

NORM PACIFIC OCNAN

-

t

DECLARATION AND CLAIM
Nuu- chah -nulth Declaration and Claim
Presented to the Honourable John Carr Munro,

Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs of Canada
WE, THE NUU- CHAH- NULTH, are the rightful. legal. and
sovereign occupants and users of the lands and waters
shown on the accompanying map, being the west coast of
Vancouver Island, adjacent islands, and surrounding

waters.
FOR MANY THOUSANDS OF YEARS, without break, we
have traditionally occupied and used these lands and
waters to sustain our way of life. Our aboriginal interest in
these territories and their natural resources has never
peen extinguished by treaty or superseded by law.
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WE HEREBY PRESENT to the Government of Canada,
through the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs,
and according to conventions established by Canada, our

claim to the Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal territories.

UNDERSIGNED representatives for the
member bands of the Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council, on
behalf of our people, both status and non- Status. empower
the council to conduct negotiations pursuant to this claim
on our behalf.
WE,

THE

Presented this 16 day of October, 1980.
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Watts and Lucas on Native issues
a

this area there's
Now clearly
two points I Nibs when it comes to our
the Nhahmuloa area, One is that
would not be held blip'
dew,
because of Indian protests, clearly that.
Nose things would be out of the way and
we Quid understand where &veloe ment
coma and could not happen and therefore
I think you would see an increase in ac -'
potty Secondly, we pend Canadian'
people. It
dollars like any other
would seem to me instead droving ?a per
cot
of our people unemployed and
draining money off Ne economy on such
or 90
programs as welfare. If we had
cent of our people employed and
per
pending money in the economy, the local
guy Nat's selling clothes and the local guy

that relate to the sea. We want to
all of the various sedo.s. we
ahem
talk
want to talk about all of the various
we want m talk about the
water itself.
LUCAS: f don't think that the no
Indian people should worry for one
mean. I don't think our Intention will
veer practice the methods they practiced
on e. Like when Ney were putting io the
hydro fines. the amount of land that wu
extracted from m. Or putting in road
right of wau. s don't think for one
moment we ever want m practice the
w
they practiced en us. And
think
they're
really
time
I
Its same
going to have to respect hat ware
issues

the salmon, the fur seal end other kinds of
male that s are Improms to u.
sea
The killer whale is really important to the
ehmlath0 people, because the way
Nube
e been told to us, the killer whale has
the capacity to turn into wolf and vice
versa So the sea has always been very
ortant to the cultures rod traditions of

upeople.
In relationship

the oft -shore NI, we
for
gala a number of
have been promised
papa
years now Nat they would never erode the
hinge Nat we believe in. Now .e
clear cut logging directly affecting our
spawning beds. So there's no way that we
can believe what the people In the oil
that nothing Is
industry are saying
We
ping
to
be
harmed.
the
Allwsni
lust have to
eying ... Like for Instance in
make
our people
that
protect
those
things
or valley there are many Indian names that
[hare selling building ma
it
cases
live.
automobiles. would be the person that are highly [re cared. In some
pu
21ASHILTx-8A: In 1980 Ne Numb..
from our people being r involved might mean that w will want
and participating in a true fashion to the Mount Arrows.. under the name that nulth Ten, Council presented their
Indian people doom It. In other areas. out declaration and claim over their Tribal
economics of the west caul.
LUCAS: In the area of education l think on the sea, people know 1. unfelt Bank on territory. Where has this claim gone since
the nonandlan society would really the chart. We might want it to be then?
WATTS: Well the federal government
beront. Up o this point the whole recognized by its come that has been for
has
formally recognized our claim. They
there
is
mad
education system in this province hasn't thousands of *car.
Nat we have to negotiate and settle
to
state
we
know
taken inns acrent the first peoples' of this things that
The provincial government has
e
this
things.
province. So I think with our negotiations agreement with. So I elan think
recognize the claim. They say
refused
mainly the history of our Indian people, society should he afraid for one momentsea that theym don't
recognize aborigine title,
HASxut gin: You mention
which is so deep and is totally circled with
recognize our hereditary
don't
nature and Ne environment, cod claims. This Is included In your original and Ney
title. But the federal government has
everything is taken into account nn hew maim. Why Is It included?
WATTS: Well, Ire included because of stated Nat they're prepared to loan us
our grandparents are teaching us on the
money to establish In the courts our
of life. S
I think Nat the our history. Thule Imes that are set out
editary title. Because negotiations
i
would really benefit In the whole are the reflection of what has been taught
province
It
haven't
proceeded, the Meares Island
us
are
of
the
Dean.
by our peoples'
to
education system.
WATTS: I believe here's one clear ant by accident where those lines have lase has ended up in Ne courts. So we're
sample eke, about where the Mamba, been drawn past Hyuyuot. Three Imes, if now batthe Supreme Court of B.C. and
a
Meares
nulth people are showing leadership to all you followed Nem out, you would find that we'll be presenting
from
the
fall
of
'86
and
for
In
went
out
Bland
sometime
area of child historically our people
.patty and hat.
irs
to
know
where
going
hanks.
there
we
don't
care. child abuse, all Nose things.. are wholes and halibut banks, for cod
dating headon with the problem. We That's why that whole sea claim is there. g
Because
Premier
HASHILTHSA:
have taken the position that there's It's all from our peoples' history:
that
he
will
not
negotiate
Bennett has said
nobody more important than our children
HASNILTNSA: What are the Non. on aboriginal ....can you still negotiate?
and we've shown the leadership and ft's
WATTS: Well I think If you observed
hurting some of our people rot we think. chh-nulth people: concerns with the
the constitutional conferences you would
have to offshore oil development?
that in Ne long -en these
WATTS: Well, obviously the offshore oil won realize what's on the able for
be resolved. Clearly the non -Indian
society is going m have to deal with Nose development has two upectr to et. One is Premier Bennett. The majority of the
problems In Its own community and we that there's going to be revenue generated provinces In Caned* are moving toward
will be Ne ones leeching them how to deal if development goes ahead and the the recognition that Indian people do have
can't contMue to say that the a rightful plate In this country and
with three problems. So think that's an govern
and
Premier Bennett and Ne Abe
meet
example of where we're .king over
are
governments,
whim
oNe
Saskatchewan
rnén
hand
better porker. and inncome the
and Ire leading to
out
end.o
left
are
being
sing for all people, nn- Indian and Indian pyre deriving .ge revenues from tuna
they
to
thank
Net
tend
limb. I would
on
gents.
Wage like nil. Sn that's one part of it.
people.
HM9tIme
Okay, getting back u
The other pert, and the most Important are going a have to move and recognize
and claims what's going a happen wile poet m us, Is that we have witnessed e Nat they can't continue to ignore Inmaul
en- Indian people who are occupying two major places in the weld, off the ternational law and
rightful
lands that are involved m the lend coast of France and the tout of Texas. covenants Nat recognize thet
peoples, a else there
of indigenous peoples,
aims?
clme
where major ell splits lave created
WATTS: Well, there's two situations. tremendous
of upheaval and will
governments that will told rein
And our plate that will do IL There's electrons d
"One is the fee simple ownership of destruction of
.
If British Columbia and Saskatchewan and
not
our
Id
10
much
affected
people would beeve
lend. We say eh le It is
settled
their there was an oil spill off the west coast Alberts coming g. I would tend to think
remove people rah are
Nat Alberta isn't going o Change. they're
properties. We would rasher monist* and It damaged Ne sea resources.
ere's right ib Attila the Hun, but I think
some form of compensation from the
I think the best example which was
goveNtmere
doesn't
government in connect. with private given In ow presentation was the Nyuquar here's possibility that If Bennett
The send
lands."
anon. In lUt oa one four-pound move Nei I thakyou'llerea government
part is what is known as crown Ina, chicken coat. Ste in the store and people repine ham that is prepared CO deal with
part of our land. We say that couldn't afford to buy very many chicken native people u human bights.
which Is
tale lands ere up for negotiation. It is in I6mquot. So therefore you find the LUCAS: I think that right through the
Ins of their development of the Social Credit party In
those lends that we have got to IoM at and people n H quot using
see what parts of them Net we wan[ set traditional r
Os province, right from day one, I think
rhe.. probably nine.
aside
our exclusive jurisdiction. It tenths of the time. to If you tank away tat [heir Whine tower& Indian people
asap dislike towards the Bat
doesn't mean Not all the lend all of the that resource from them or destroyed that has been
tude
and how can pea
to
the
Noun.,
a
ol
this
crown and
land would come
resource, obviously it would bate
peeler
hetho
philosophy
when
over
nmth people. Thai's not true at an. There
change
that
set
the wmm
LU^dose
to
the
son
who
became
to
weld acetingaut asm what eennover
LUCAS: Again Irs directly tied so our is
Indian mould use and would be a Nona levee, its tied with our government Premier.
out d
XASNmportant Why Is the constitution
hat we could use I think it
systems, tied with the Mare. We butte
to the native process?
Important for people to remember that the Muset Tribe ore of the chiala owns
process S:
the Is
WATTS: The constitutional
our history Is in the sea. If yes look at the tremendous song about whales. It's
.'sut
is
development of our Culture It's because really important song to that chief. That important from two aspects. One that it
and
we were
going peep. I think you they followed It past the horizon. If you would elevate the country d cod
would find that this majority at our peek look at the tonal .ibeayyou nee the Sea the claim of Canada. It world elevate
in the
would want to spend the majority of their serpent dance and you
you always see the them to what they say Ney are
efforts h hie negotiations
deal. with killer whale depicted on our totem poles, international community Canada always
to
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prides itself on era position in regard to the
oppression of people in the world, that It's
third party saviour of
always sees u
are
beIng oppressed in the
people that
world.
If the constitutional discussion result In
Ne entrenchment of our rights and our
right b exist as people In Canada, If
that's entrenched In the constitution, then
It will actually bring Caned¢ to that level
where it could say Nat It does take pride
it
Because
In

of

Ne reality

oppress.

of it

people.

pee Canada is

different Nan South Africa, other Nan
Ne fact that South Africa has gotten down
to the people shooting each other. The
issues are the same, the condition are the
same and so really Canada has got to
cleanup its own back yard.
Interimly speaking. if we get some
recognition in the constitution It would
form the basis for negotiations and it
no

would create the

tat

environment and

a

order ter In
negotiate
It would get
telllgent people to
is evident
racism
that
rid of that hate and
here In Canada today.. would set out
tone under which all peoples would
behave m order town. at an agreement
on how

wire

is

needed

going

In

coexist

HA-SHIMS-SA: What specifically do
you want to see come out of the Canadian
constrotiont
WATTS: Well for us, the recognition of
our hereditary title. The fact that there
still exists today, an ownership
ofland Oat is based In our culture and
based In or history. We wand like to see
that. And then we would like to also see
that, .Nose of that hereditary title,
loke, that we've
because of our chlert
got historical right.., inherent right to
people and by putting
govern
the Canadian
that in Ne
admit that they've
government
been
dismal tenure In Me handling of
live.
our
LUCAS: I think that Ne constitutional
b
important
process Is
since
he
history
the
w If mu v
at
beginning of the Indian Act. the
economics of our people has continued to
time or contact
decline right from
The resources Oat surrounded our pewee,
and they lived off these resources, were
very eponym for us spiritually ink
our people. So I think
economically for
ss
the
Nat
process Nat, In place Tow. I
They'll
think its healthy for
once.
mm
our
story
for
hear she aide of
what w
saying irs our
queens.
quest
for rest

pee....

coati.,

N

Can...

Do yore feel Net much
XAesa
been made at the previous
progress hiss been

First Sinister Conferences,

lot came lits from

Ottawa
with
coherence
from the Constitutional
people,
end
other
and
Attorney-Generals
Ne
a that progress w
to
and it see
rasa
of Quebec any
in the
shank
set wu by
Ontario. and 1 don't
new
we've
see
accident. I think Nat
afar native mules. n
attitude
stated
The minister from Quebec states
clearly. he Sys that we one prepared o
.The
negotiate and o alt sown eith Indian
sand
The
n.
he
m
nation
Nation,
the
one
noon
are
people
Quebec
h
sold.
are
miner
nation
roe groups
And he said we're prepared m work
pray& developing a position wide there
would be outright respect and recognition
hers. do exist and always
Mat Indian
ATTS:

I

.

will

cartmthe stated

tenendem
that was
ads ed Mateo. And Ontario.
think, reaffirmed that belt position d
v
ment sod Nat they're
Ne peer government
prepared to negotiate and they said that
1

thought

statement

pared to be ore flexible In
they're prepared
trying to understand what Indian nations
are trying to establish in this country.
mere ee aunts There ter.
felt that
inly wen., some progress in Alberta
and British Columbia and Saskatchewan.
ad the
They go thee, I think, to
newspapers and have a good time at night
time haul I think that those kind of things.
r d edu.ting their to.
usually
leaders area couple of
ltuency.
their constituency
years
behind
eyed
some
progress In
we'll
so maybe
see

t

What

is

Indian self

WATTS: Indian self govemm.tin
to our historical right of
that w
a group of people.
ourselves
governing e
wed
nation.
h collective people

u

are

In our case we have a common

lanes
have

we have a

a

common

common history. we
mere, see have a

all of those things. It
thus
we're going back to
doesnt mean
and Nose kinds of
living in our
things. iNwBut what we would do is, is we
would take these principles from our
history which worked and which were
always in place for our people anda
governments and we'd put
place for

long...

or

principles back into working
principle for our government.
/rout B would mean also is that our
people would determine their destroy. We
would decide how and where see are going
to go. In order to do Nat you have to have
certain amount d resources in order m
support it government. There isn't a
government in the world that doesn't have
resources in order for the government to
continue to exist. So we don't mad anyone
to give anything to e, what we need is a
our right m Indnn self
recognition
government. f If the federal government
Inthen
clot governments reeogn.
and
r
then we would be free to
that
practice that right. Right now that right of
self goverment is being oppressed by the
federal and provincial governments. It
a
Indian Affairs would
would men
disappear from our liven. It would mean
that we would have to discipline ourselves
to handle those things that relate m
wr day to day lies, that those things
would be governed by ourselves
think that Indian self
LUCAS:
what
we're actually saying.
government,
we
want
to
go bank to what we
that
since the is
what's
happen.
were once.
with child
deal
our people didn't have m
they were
became
welfare. And It was
importance
taught se strongly about the
of children, they were taught from one
we have m
N
hear. Nara
they learned
end weN drugs and Neal. that's an
added responsibility or this generation.
Wive got to contend outs the environment, that's an added responsibility
those

1

t

tn

self

sym

t.

being educated in the non-Indien
using that education end
intelligence fromthe nn- Indian society to
come back home and to use Nat caseation
o make sure that our people can work
side by side with the non -Indian society.
But it doesn't mean Nat you have to give
ap our history, it doesn't mean that roe
have to give up Yom culture, oe give un
You right to exercise your own govern
e

British Columbia.
HA- SHILTD -SA:

today?
LUCAS: I cent see any problem at ell.
We can see our Indian.. government
...potlatches. which we still witness to
y day, where there's a demonamnion of chieftanshlp, a demonstration
of giving rot of resources, a giving of
Indian names. how to organize these
things and how to place the government
and tribes. son f
from other n
wouldn't see any difficulty at all.
WATTS: One thing see should recognize
s that more end more of our young people

government we're

talking

about All the other things that are hapwe're sating Is the
pening today.
principles of our forefathers is as Ira.
portant as it was ROO years
the imthe philosophies hank aid
lime of lad in connection with

..hat

...cause

ourselves.
Again, we have the Tlukweana ache
very impormnt part of our culture -the
highest level of government, which can
deal with MscipIWy chiefs If they need
ModpB:a. or disciplining a can d people.
And how the reenrees are distributed. Sot think that self governing is nothing new
to Indian people. They've been Nat way
right from the hginNa So we're Ming
that we want to get away from the grasps
of other philosophies Nat are veer
detrimental tout to this very dry.
Do you fill that you
HASHILT
can go hack to your traditional tram d
government with the changes In the

sonny and a

that you use three
the proper fashion. and what it

What it means is
5át110 to

does is it enhances your government. So
clearly we're not going to say that wire
going to cut off the outside world. What
we're saying is that o worlds will exist
de by side with the other worlds and
where they need to intermingle they will
intermingle became we have the people
who have the skills to make that possible.
IfASHILTHSA: Let's get back to
Meares Island. your court case Is coming
up WS year. Now what's going to happen
if you Tree the Meares Island case?
WATTS: Well. if see technically lose and
Island case Ne
legally lose the
isn't going m go away. wear will
back into the poliliwl
happen is it will go te
I
r
a became
it goes
arena.
s
f
going
to
plitical arena
back into
thane
a
little
more
bitterness
be with
today. 1 would tend d tae dut our
people aren't going m be as complacent
and as quiet about the issue u we have

r

tt

to

they were lost, they were changed
because Meares Island isn't being logged.
Well, right here in Port .liber you have
the Somas Min that's laid oft over 900
people. So má have to ask yourself who's
o
damage, Somas, Mill or
done t he
Streets Island? I would have to say

skulls

think that there's been a
tremendous sure tactic brought on by the
corporation. putting the emphas. on loss
seen the technology
of jobs. W
directly take jobs away from people end
there was no public outcry. And I have
experience In logging, rare seen k the
d do
technology grow tremendously
of
jobs.
So
1
think
with thous..
thatyif MacMillan Bioedel says that they
must
compensated if hey don't get to
log Meares Island, Nat's ldiure s. we,
as Indian people. have never been torn
for anything Nat's been taken
Ney from 0. some.mes I'm realty
a they've never
proud of our people
r route like other
db
taken the bloodbath
countries have. So I think that the public
In Nis province have lobe thankful for the
way we've handled this situation.
WATTS: That whole debate with
and jobs, I think
MacMillan B
tai oen group of People from Mood.
seae what hap should It to swedes
you
have
small tree
m
Sweden
where
m
lots. There's no big multinational car
hens like MacMillan Blmdel. who
he
LUCAS:

1

.

.

and

Sweden
e

have

tracts d

lend

holdings,

and [ I think you d have a herd
'nctng the Indian people that
time
people
are ^happy. I think they've
Nose
very
found themselves
whereby people living In the communities
have got a say in what happens to those
resources and there's a proper handling of

throe rrasaren.
And because there's a proper handling
M those resources you dunk have Wham
that Croatian law and British law, where the massive rape of the country that we
(Median law fords it roots. doesn't have see here. One also should look at the fact
other peoples s at If you task all of the reserve lands in
the capacity to
in
would tends ea think that Canalise British Columbia aha put It
and
whole
of
land
of
Ind
that
piece
people themselves would have to do some
Which isn't a
NNty about their own law. So 1 don't would be 37 by 31 miles.
think of it u a loss. I just see it as .try aMg piece of had when you Compare
he inability of peoples to accommodate itVe to he holdings Nat MacMilan Blmdel
country. MacMillan
have got in
ether peoples in their cow.
m ore lend then
hat's gait' to Bipedal nodally
Indian people, let aloe the tree farm
happen if you win?
that
the
means
we
win
it
licence.
that they control They own vast
It
WATTS:
and
corporations
est
ate
holdings. hl who the hells
provincial government
a chah d
tla
have
to
pay
a
Blmdel
on
our
Intl
will
pape
that exist
Stock
the
Toronto
what
we're
er
Net
e
to
little closer attention
as
bat
to
m
a
And
Ili
yang. They won't be able to just throw Boplo,
rocks et us. They'll have to come to Ne people.

hen in the put.
But if we lose the case all it means Is

I

govt.

tn

11A-BA:

te

- Nil'.
n

table and start negotiating.

HASHILTWBA: Do you feel that
MacMillan Blind need Meares Leland ,
WATTS: Well, I guess the question that
should be asked is do we need MacMillan
elude. I don't believe we need
that
[hank
Blmdel.
MacMillan
is
(
It
corporation.
MacMillan Bipedal
It
Mesa
a person, It has no feelings,
¢through feelings. it acts through the
only principle that applies to corporations
and Nat's profits. That's why eorIo crate profitse for Its
pontons exist
molders. So my minion is that we
don't need MacMillan Mudd Defoe.
tunately they've convinced a lad pope

-

ta

that soot. toe them that they do. They've

amend.

amount of workers
laid oft a
0
and theo they son wound end they say,
have we need to that m order for you m
the same time Ms Nem
have jobs and
doing
with the jobs, not the
are
away
who

a

a

Indians.
Nat
So you feel
Ipping
Meares
Mnrx
sand
from
lagging
stopping MB

their elected politicians. In British
Columbia I think they have m voice them
little
stronger than ordinary
because of the thickness of the pe

isn't going m lose jobs for their people?
[think
WATTS:
that there's probably going to be about 20
jobs that were changed. I don't think that

Somas Mill.

HMSHILTH-SA' Would the native
people log Mures it the gained control?
WATTS: Well, like I said before ern
negotiating agreements, au present
eald no. That
n of people have
be
Mailed. that
hand should not
It should be used for other purposes. that
it has other masdngs m the people ef
Meares Island. That they feel Nat It has
that outweigh
think
Nat purity of
and
also
11.
legging
say that any
supply
would
water
the
today,
that wuid
we
have
Nat
agreement
that
Meares
be part d the agreement,
I
But
logged.
wouldn't
be
.land
happen
m
going
what's
know
saw
hundred years from row with
ft's
I
think
don't
generation d people and
live.
Ney
will
up Nut testy out how
HASHILTH-BA: How can the public
help You In the struggle to preserve
Meares Sind?
WATTS: 1 think to a number of ways.
that thy can voice their concerns
One

...its
1

?

...reed
In

victoria

rats¡.

stop pubblic

pinin from having
But I think
Net Ira important for people to voice
their opinion
Secondly Stank tat we need assistance
from all peoples for the cots. Wé re insolved in a judical sy m that's very
very costly and very unfair because It
all ws those rich people to appraeh the
judicial system with
1 ell.
For instance
stance the Provin ofB.C. s who
lighting

a

in

afire

the coupe

core
ffers of the provincial government
compared to be cotters d the Tribal
Council? There's no compulsion what
r.
roam IIed Is on
balanced bemuse tiof m
and 30 it
ways helps when people donate money
to
help with the court tees
Oleo

third

thing

Ives lopmant

and

iog is that people try to educate
themselves about us and then they won't
find very much difficulty with what we're

,ping.
HM9HILTMSA: What do the Nuu -chahninth people, and you as leaders. have to
between now and the time of the trial

.

0.1íy

mWATTS: What we have m deli we have
o try m contaue to educate people about
our position, we have m continue m do as
that
possible
arch
arch
etablishesor
s
position, end maybe w
also have m work on the next election so
we don't have m be In court fighting for

Island.
1 think Ira going to be imto
us
to talk ball levels d peele
ported
e
n Nis province. not only to
not na l groups, mama thine people
mat n
to out 41 Meetings. Nose
people theta probably come mt to vom

Mee
LUCAS:

oh

Ira the

poet./

federal govern aims. The education that
nestle m iN had from the people [bat wé re
within this province. 1 only at
U
Important for Nem m know wanly what
a Bran gale
arnen -about
General. tat been way the
people dot we want t eke awe their
d cod their Minds and that they're
going to be charged with billions and
billions o! dollars, cod we wont of tW the
public that it's not cheaper for both levels
impor

thee

a0 welfare. and Nat
Nett¢ even doing Nat for too mint Ihe
to go
saying
e
back tithe wall our people were before
th

goverment to pay

oT hey were very self reliant. They were
able to practice mardege

s
witht
without Interference from anybody.
even that simple right we have m go tot.

n get w
o
whereas mat system atone alt
very strong a our tribes. We want

Matter

reed,

explain those

kinds

of

things,

that

tour

marriage system, the family eat system
was very sung oral tat was amperes
with. I[ was tamper. roth and we want
mWATTS: me Nose mistakes_
The only Nine we sun, say a
clod. Nat the world is always better
when people are educated about each
other end learn to live with each oNer.

1
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Welcoming speech by Princess
representing Meares Island

What the great cedar tree means to our people
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Margaret Joseph

COMMENTS OF

A

WEAVER

"I

am a weaver, and the principal products which weave
are baskets, mats, ceremonial clothing such as skirts, capes,
head dresses, head bands, and wrist bands, and miscellaneous
other items. All of these products are made from the inner bark
of cedar trees, particularly Western Red Cedar.
"I obtain the raw material for my weaving from Meares
Island. From May through July each year, when the sap is
running in the cedar trees, it is possible to strip the bark from
certain of the old cedar trees in a long continuous band, suitable
for weaving. When was younger would strip the cedar bark
myself, but now I rely upon my nephews and grandsons to do
the work.
"In order to obtain suitable cedar bark most select the right
sort of cedar tree. Although there may be thousands of cedar
trees, not all of them are suitable for the production of high.
quality cedar bark. A cedar tree which is twisted, small, has
many branches, or has other imperfections cannot be used for
the gathering of cedar hark.
"When harvest the cedar bark, I do not take the bark from
all sides of the tree, but only take a strip from one side, usually
the side facing the sunrise. This way, the tree will live.
"All my life I have considered the woods of Meares Island to
be available for use by my tribe. I have always felt free to go to
my special parts of Meares Island to gather cedar and many
other products of the land. I have exercised this liberty every
year since I was a young girl, and I have never been prevented
from freely going onto the land and taking the things I need."
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The cedar branches
were used to make the
strong ropes for many

towing
whales
to
securing

temps suck
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KA-OUTS
cedar branches
were also used for ka.
outs which were used to
wnd,fish,
pack
seat pods and berries.
Cedar or spruce roots
were used to weave the
ka outs together.
Cedar baskets w
used to store food away.
The

CEREMONIAL
PURPOSES
Cedar bark and wood

c CANOES
The cedar tree gave
f tranmeans
us
when
sportation
haling, when fishing,
when going out for all
sorts of sea food. We
whaling
made
big
of
cedar
canoes out
then
the
woad and
was
also
cedar bark
used to put up a sail for

for storage.
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We have to hdd on to
It was when we
a
not fully educated and our rights as native
didn't understand the Indians and let us be
English language that strong and find ways to
understand more about
they spoke.
s uf a ceetors would our rights. Take a few
have
allowed minutes to sit down
these things nu happen. with an Elder and ask
They may not have questions. You will be
been

so

generous

or

helpful
to
the
make
themselves
Europeans,
had
they
worthy of what their
known that our land
purpose of their ma- would
become radius
mange is.
today
To the non- Indian who
We
our
a
Protestant,
is
hearts that
the
Catholic,
Jehovah first people of our land.
Witness.
united
We will always be the
Church, etc., they have children
of our an.
their church to go and cestors who
welcomed
pray in.
Our native Indian on
Meares Island only had
what the Creator gave
us naturally, which is
our forest
a place of
quiet and peace where
only innocent animals
surround you or are lust
by. What
a
flying
peaceful place to go and

surprised

how

they

really apex p when
they know that you are
interested In the times
their lives.
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there were numerous
uses of this bark.
Now we still use ta
kas, on which we hang
fish to be smoked.
We
also use cedar
sticks to put on the face
of the filleted fish so 11
can be spread out, and
then hung.
use cedar
We
sticks (tlap -chas) when
the
hole fish was
filleted hard barbequed
by an open fire.
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were very Important for
purposes
ceremonial
such as headdresses for
and wolf
serpent dances
c
for
and
dances
rattles,
ceremonial
slicks,
and
talking
which
customs
hamltse
made use of cedar bark,
Today we are still
making use of cedar
trees for these pur-
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wll m
mattress
m
builrushes and mats
underneath the cedar
mats.
Cedar mats were also
used to prevent them
from getting wet when
they were packing wet
they
stuff In their baskets.
The cedar bark was
also used for baby
cradles. They pounded
the cedar bark until it
was very fine and like
fluffy material. It was
well prepared for the

fasting,

the Creator to

capes, hats and using it
for covering themselves
as blankets.
Also using it as a

doors and for partitions.
Cedar mats were also
used for what we call
for
(notch -age),
foods
such
steaming
as
Gems end
d mussels. So
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praying,
preparation
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CLOTHING
Using the cedar bark
to make their clothing,
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survival,

r
especially
Meares Island
This is what the cedar
tree as to give. It
means and meant to our
r
people, having a roof
over their families and
providing warmth to
them and us.
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Coast of
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West

Vancouver
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today from Meares Island. If MB logs off our beautiful island where
will our deer, ducks, hair seals, clams, trouts, herring, crabs
where will our great eagle rest her nest? Is it not these forests that
protect these natural animals to reach their cycle of life to which we
Indians have to say.
Non Hao, be careful, do not disturb the cycle of these animals, the
total cycle of these mentioned will be destroyed, If we lose our legal
baffle, on behalf of the hereditary Chiefs, who hold these traditional
territories, on behalf of us the young generation.
thanks to you, Moses Martin, for
I would Ilke to make these special
standing up for our Band. We hold deep respect for you, and your
concern for our rights. I would also like to thank the elders who
willingly supported Mmes. Thank you George Watts, and Simon
will now close my speech with a
Lucas, With these comments,
next person beside you.
hands
with
the
request to all to shake
here
us today, It lifts our spirits up
being
with
Thank you again for
to
our
But
with lay that you show as
eyes.
and also sends a tear
support.

rim

"Our great cedar tree
of the

use and leave others
alone until needed.
Our forest was and is
the most sacred place
meditation
for
and
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Mickey.
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only take what we can

By Marie Martin and
Caroline and Charlie

First of all, want to Introduce myself to you lovely people here
today. My Indian name is Ha-yosktln, my other name Is Theresa
Tonle Frank. On behalf of our hereditary Chiefs who hold Meares
Island, our Band members and surrounding neighbors, welcome you
people who come here to support our struggle to save our heritage
and culture, with which Meares Island holds.
To mention a few very important ones the creator put on Meares to
He put there the huge frees that
keep our bodies and spirits healthy
has sheltered our Indians, the great cedar tree has put roofs over our
heads. It also has given us warmth to build our fires with, it also has
given us to be our transportation. The cedar tree with which our
brave men used to build our great whaling canoes or lust to go fishing
or rnove on to neighboring tribes. We use the cedar for our great
traditional dances and ceremonial head dresses, ceremonial rattles
J
and frontiets, also cedar bark cape, etc., etc....
it holds our
traditional
ground,
Is
great
sacred
a
Meares Island
berries,
leaves,
holds
our
food,
it
medicines for different ailments,
Island;
huge
trees
which
the
Meares
roots which are valuable.
of
is
sacred
place
rivers,
which
shelters the creeks and ponds, and
things
mean
cleanse.
These
meditation, you can go there to pray and
a great deal to us. Because we use it like a church or cathedral, we
are hand -in -hand with nature. Our church is there in the forests.
We are struggling today for our grandchildren's future. We are
concerned our children will not have these things which we have

How did the white
government take over?

Cedar

is also used for
feast dishes and bent
boxes which were made

OTHER USES
Cedar wood was split
to the

right

size and

weirs
were
fishing
the
stakes.
made from

also use other
species of frees, too
numerous to mention
for medicinal purposes,
the
different
using
bond,
and
plants,
our
besides
leaves,
great cedar.
If we did not have our
forest we would not
have our medicines and
bark.
We

THE FOREST
The forest on Meares
protects
our
island
creeks and rivers, the
deer, the eagles. fish,
scalded, and
ducks,
many little animals.
Our big trees prevent

rivers from getting
dry. If all o ur
our

loins

are
we

logged

will not
learcat,

have any watershed.
huge
trees
These

from
from

the water

running straight

down all at once. They
also prevent slides from

reeking our rivers.

If Meares Island is
logged we are going to
lose all our deer, ducks,
eagles, fish, Seafoods,
for without our trees,

all animals' lives not
be disrupted. Cycles of
various animals will be
ended as they depend
the natural
on

for
their
survival.
Native Indians don't
lit

wood
and
Cedar
cedar bark mats were
used for burial pur-

the
natural
deplete
our
that
has
resources

poses.
The cedar bough was
used for sacred uses.

know about the things
In these forests as we

us.

live

We

with nature. We

pay, that

is our house
of prayer.
Would you, for the
for
sake of greed,

money or power, tear
way
these
sacred
these native
places,
Indian treasures? Our
Elders aree doing their
best to bestow their
knowledge to us that
know a little bit yet of
our Indian tongue.
To the government
please sit down and
ent,
think for a
kind m of
"what

C,

-
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government will allow
the destruction of a
culture?" A culture that
they

have

begun
A
yet.

to

not

even

understand
culture the
aven

outlaweda not too very
long ago.
government
The
make gras
should
available so that our
be

taught what

Is

nearly

lost.
We

have

our

Mary Chiefs
West

Coast.

on

Her.
the
Our
these

Creator gave us
ho the native
Chiefs who
Indians have had for
may centuries. These
Hereditary Chiefs hold
territories from the
mountains down to the
foreshore and way out
They
used
to sea.
landmarks when they
went way out to sea.
Hereditary
Our
hold
a
special
Chiefs
politico. Other countries have their Kings
and queens, presidents,
etc. Our ancestors ran
this lovely land and our
chiefs were royal bloods
ruled for
too. They
centuries.
many
wes
Everything

plentiful.

j.,
"The island will have to be sheltered
from the weather, so it should he totally
preserved. In no way can you cut trees,
because of the shelter the people need, in
the winter -time. It's different now, from
what it used to be long
be able to travel to the inlets for shelter,
but they have their own homes in Opitsaht now, and it needs total preservation
for the island, total preservation from the
winds which is usually easterly all
through the winter, most of the time eight
months of the year, and it blows up to BB
miles an hour when it does start blowing.
'The whole island is covered with Indian medicine, and is used by many

different families for many different
ailments. There are spiritual sites all
over the island; where they cleansed
themselves to pray to the Creator. They
believed they should be clean to pray to
Him.
"I am too per cent in favor of total
preservation of Meares Island for the
survival of my people."
Mary Hayes,
Clayequot Tribe
o
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Why Preserve Meares Island?
The Meares Island Planning Team was
formed In 1981 by the Ministry of Forests to
allow for "public involvement" in the
resource use of Meares Island.
The terms of reference for the Planning
Team were:

integrated resource use
with sec.
an
plan for Meares Island consistent
Hon 4 (c) of the Ministry of Forests Act, and
examine and report the costs, benefits, and
Implication of preserving Meares Island
from logging."
Three options were considered by the
Preservation from
Planning Team. 1)
logging; 2) Twenty -five years Integrated
Resource Use, with the remainder of the
island deferred, and; 31 Twenty -five years
integrated resource use, with the balance of
the Island preserved from logging.
A subcommittee was formed from the
Planning Team to study and make recommendations on Option 1, Preservation of
Meares Island.
The following Is from the Preservation
Subcommittee Draft Report of February,

"To develop

an

1983.

Benefits of Preserving Meares Island
"Preserving Meares Island from logging
entails reserving upland natural ecosystems
from alteration by commercial scale timber
than
an
absolute
Rather
extraction.
a
wilderness concept, continued management
for use and development of renewable
resoues on the upland and adjacent tidal
waters is sought, without logging. Logging,
as it is presently practiced on the coast of
British Columbia, would have severe adverse
impacts on many of the resources of concern.
While the surrounding area Is heavily
utilized for timber production, Meares Island
presents an
an
In
close
logged Ity Island
essentially
slogged
proximity to a community and tourist
In
this context the following
destination.
benefits would be realized:
nsentially

to the island; Opitsat; on Meares Island. The
view is of steep thickly -forested slopes,
which, If clearcut would be regarded by most
residents and visitors as a severe negative
Impact on the natural scenic appeal of the

arMaintenance
of

a

local

lifestyle

in
natural
residents wish to pursue
surroundings.
People have settled in Tofino and North
Long Beach in many cases because of the
scenic attractiveness of the area to which
Meares Island contributes. As well, some
residents earn their income from the Island:
Boat charters are conducted in the summer
for tourists. Shellfish are harvested, and
mariculture installations tended. Local arfists use Meares island as a subject in their
art, and as inspiration in their work.
Promotes diversification of the area's
economy, especially by contributing to at.
[restiveness of the area as a tourist
destination.
Many communities in the Province of
British Columbia are solely dependant on one
industry, and their welfare follows the
cyclical rising and falling of markets beyond
their control. Tofino is not such a community.
its economy is diversified among fisheries,
tourism, logging, and attendant services,
with the emphasis on fisheries and tourism.
Maintains the opportunity to preserve and
pursue the traditional Native Indian lifestyle
Ina natural environment. Meares Island is
and has been since time immemorial, land
the Clayoquot Indian Band uses for its
material resources and depends an for their
cultural and spiritual life. Pursuit of
traditional lifestyles that arose In natural
surroundings Is not compatible with clear cutting of the forest on a commercial scale.
Maintains the natural forest ecosystem and
wildlife dependant on it.
Meares Island is an example of old -growth,
last
s
climax forest ecosystem, that
disappearing on the coast, and that is nest.
renewable in the context of proposed 00 -year
rotations for timber plantations. The forest
and diverse array of wildlife species that
inhabit it have intrinsic value, that is, value
Irrespective of its utility to people.
Allows scientific study of natural forest
ecosystem.
As the surrounding
re
areas are altered by
logging, and a
subsequently managed for
timber production rather than left to
balances achieved In nature, it will be
necessary to have unaltered areas such as a
scientif is control to measure our success In,
and direct future land management.
Enhancement of the integrity of adjacent
Pacific Rim National Park and therefore of
the National and International standards
Parks Canada strives far.
National Parks are established for two
broad purposes: for education and recreation
for people who visit, and to conserve
examples of our natural heritage for future
generations. A preserved Meares Island
would provide habitat for wildlife that
)

Assures community water supply quality

and quantity will not be adversely impacted.
The villages of Tofino and Opitsat, and the
settlement at Kakawis all rely on Meares
Island as their water source for domestic and
Industrial use. In addition the Clayoquot
Sound Waterworks District (rural area south
of Tofino) Is currently partially dependant on
the Island, and will likely become totally
dependant in the future.
If harvesting of timber were to occur in

watersheds there Is a high risk that water
quality would be adversely Impacted by
erosion processes, temperature changes and
by anthropogenic pollutants, and risk that the
water quantity would be adversely impacted
by removing the control function of the forest

Maintains scenic view

forest from
use
locations in
Tofino, Opitsat iandhigh.
of

Pacific Rim National Park for residents and
visitors.
dinant element In
Meares Island is a dominant
scenic views Iran: Tofino, directly adjacent

that

j

require larger or different habitats than can
be provided within Pacific Rim National
Park.
Maintains opportunity for quality outdoor
recreation experience in a natural environment.
ent.
Meares Island offers opportunities for land.
water -based recreation, the
based and
is expected to Increase in
for
which
demand
-

the years ahead.
Assures developing m riculture industry
will not be adversely impacted by timber

harvesting practices.
disturbance of heritage
Assures no
resources present on Meares Island, and
maintains the natural environmental context
for education and interpretation.
es
Heritage resources Include Meares
as an example of west coast natural
ecosystem, and mans interaction at different
stages. There is native Indian heritage, and
there are post -contact heritage sites:
AdventureCove and Sutton's Mill.
Positive property values for land owners.
The value of private property is determined not lust by what Iles within Its boundaries, but as well by outside Influences, for
example, the scenic
Residents may
Meares
Island
to enhance
preserving
expect
property.
of
their
private
the value
area.
in the
for preservation
Retains
area.
future of agged,ely
uniquely
Once logged, Meares Island would be
altered for hundreds of years at least. In the
150 years most of the surrounding area
Its natural
will be logged, forever altering Its
wi
resulting character. By
systems and
preserving Meares Island now, we retain the
option for future generations to cantina*
preservation of an area inns natural state.
Cost of Preserving Mares Island.
The cost of foregone ember revenues will
be justified by
v the benefits of preservation
above, and will
wi tl be offset by increased
creased
eased revenues from tourism and other
renewable resource use of the island."
:
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OUR FORESTS AND "SPACESHIP EARTH" ...

AVOIDING THE CLASH

By SUSANNE HARE,

Wickaninnish Island

In June, 1983, lust
before he died, Buck.
minder Fuller, who
coined
the
term,

earth ",
"spaceship
a
dire
warning
to
gave a
the people
e of this planet
when

he

told

a

close

friend that mankind
probably had no ore
10 years,
than a edecade,
u
to make up Its mind as
to what to do about the
global situation.
Fuller
was
not
exaggerating.
That
year, the calamities of
massive flooding
In
Bangladesh and in 1984,
the
Me famine that ravaged
the African nation of
Ethiopia,
leaving
millions of people dead
and dying of starvation,
haunted the headlines.
experts
laid
World
for
blame
both
disasters not
of on any
"acts of God' but on
misuse of the land by
humans. Too little rain
initiated the famine but
the soil's inability to
absorb any moisture

was the main cause
s
..,
due to the tact that
Ethiopians have been
cutting down trees for
firewood
gas at such a high

causing the floods tell continue to pay for
from the sky. The these
treatments.
was runoff, Dioxin levels are higher
balance
that, before s the
or trees in B.C. than anywhere
were razed, served to else In Canada. Some of
rate as to virtually keep all the upland these dioxins a re tie
deforest
the
whole
regions green.
to
tributed
the
co
Al the same time, on bleaching process
Even If rains come in
the other side of the pulp and paper mills
profusion, the water globe ... headlines told (one out of five fish in
runs unchecked down
of struggles by local the vicinity of pulp
bare slopes, eroding
people to protect their millsa
to
'Found
productive soils and
rainforest, and through contain wadioxin) and
leaving
droughtthat, Meares
Island they are also caused by
stricken crops. Trees, became famous. These burning herbicides and
in releasing moisture
conflicts are continuing other chemicals at such
and oxygen into the air,
throughout
British low temperatures as 300
help distribute rain and
Columbia today and degrees F.
maintain precipitation concern about forest
"Brown and burn'
levels as well as absorb clear- cuting
and
Its policies by o r forest
en
moisture into the soli ... effects
upon
oxygen companies and u ministry
ur.
a percolating survival
levels, erasion, fish and a
becoming more
mechanism.
"Browning"
wildlife
and
the common.
In
Bangladesh, the are
ecosystem in general, is done with a chemical
same cause has led to are
becoming
herbicide such as 3,4D
an opposite effect. Over
widespread.
to dry out an
ent years, the a n.
on area,
the
Slash
burning and particularity
r ual
ono
on
herbicide
treatments West Coast, before it Is
floods
have worsened
burned. Slash burning
escalate
the
because of wholesale deteriorating
Is
started with more
soil
n
the
productivity
deforestation
on
our chemicals,
either
flanks
of o
the hillsides.
an Ata high cost aluminum
stearates
Himalayas. Only one- to the environment and (military surplus from
fifth of the water to our own heairh, we
the U.S.) or anti- freeze

MEARES

MEARES

ISLAND

(ethylene-glycol) mixed
with potassium per
manganale. No tests
have been done cat.
cerning the effects on
atmospheric residues of
these procedures but it
Is well known that much
a
of
the
dioxin
e
accumulation is a result of
burning many of these
man-made chemicals.
The dioxin TCDD Is
tan times more potent
man cyanide and the
most
thing
deadly
known to man. These
dioxins do not break
down for thousands of
years and once in the
system,
either
a
human's or the en
around persist,
going around through
the
cycles
without
altering and eventually
toxic
nching
a
or
deadly levels.
During the slash fires
of 1985, a temperature

investor

wrier

The Meares Island Planning Team worked
for three years to develop arguments for and
against the three options that were laid
before them by the Ministry of Forests.
Representatives to the Planning Team
from MacMillan Bloedel withdrew from the
process because they did not agree that the
inclusion of the partial preservation option
met the stated terms of reference. Their
representative, Ralph Urban said that "the
logging plus deferral option is no different
than the partial preservation option."
On November 10, 1983 the Provincial
commcabinet's environment and land u
mitt. announced that logging could go
ahead on Meares Island. They didn't accept
any of the Planning Team's proposals, Instead they okayed total logging of the Meares
Island TFL's with a 20 -year delay of logging
on those parts of the Island visible from
Tofino, an area of about 800 hectares.

ISLAND

LOCATION

a

STRATHCONA

PARK

MEARES

ISLAN

ele

"no ordinary logging site"
is no ordinary logging site. It is an island with special
values, rising above commercialism. In a sense it is like a
park. It contains trees of great size and antiquity. It
It
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32,000

o

weeks. Doctors on the
coast
reported
epidemic proportions of
respiratory problems
and skin rashes. Sore
throats,
headaches,
nausea, eye disorders,
disorientation and lack
of
motivation were
prevalent.
In another Canadian
journal
fete.
of
headlines read "After
dioxin,
the
barren
mothers of Vietnam ". It
was an Interview with a
Vietnamese doctor who
told
of
the
tragic
situation In that country,

west

-

after

spraying

SCALE

I600,000

of

the

defoliant Agent Orange,
a combination of 3,4D
and 1,45T, on the forests
there. Young women
were left with bizarre
reproductive
s.
abnormalities,
it cancerous
growths in the uterus
and

the

inability

conceive.

is

common in the fall, held
smoke and chemical
residues In the air for

+ + + ++

discloses the history and culture of the Indian nations. It
contains evidence of use by the Indians over many years,
and before the colonists arrived.
Honourable Justice MacFarlane
Reasons for Judgment in the Court of Appeal
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THE CANOE MAKERS
Sons carry on family tradition
by gob
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Canoe raffle

t1

-

18 -foot dugout canoe, hand- crafted on Meares
Island, is being raffled to raise money for the Meares

An

Island Legal Fund.
This canoe was carved from a cedar log at Heelboom
Bay on the east side of the island by Clayoquot canoe
makers Robert Martin Sr., loe Martin, and Carl Martin.
It is the second canoe donated by the Martins for the
Meares Legal Fund. Last spring a 14 -foot dugout was won
by Gail Celeste, of Tofino, B.C.
Tickets for this finely crafted vessel are now available
for $3 each. The draw will he made when 10,000 tickets
are sold. Please support this cause and have a chance to
own this unique and valuable traditional dugout canoe.
Tickets are on sale at various retail outlets on the west
coast or through the Clayoquot Band Office, P.O. Box 18,

Same*

The natives from the
west coast of Van.

were
Island
ou
past
for
renown In the
their ability to make
dugout canoes.
This tradition is still

being carried on by a
few dozen craftsmen
Nuu char.
from the

nuith Tribes.
Two young men from
the Clayoquot Tribe,
Joe and Carl Martin,
come from a long line of

Iron
canoe
both their father's and
sides of their
moth,

;is

family.

started work n
about
hero,ai
years
ago,
under
three
Me guidance of their
..}her. Robert Martin

'trots...

finally

the

inside

hollowed out.
order
Proper
In

Is

get

the
thickness,

to

several holes of two to
Inches
Iwo-anda -half
are drilled In the bob
tom. The Inside Is then
shaped out until the
reaches
the
carver
which
are
holes,
Plugged lain.
The sides are carved
to a thickness of threequarters to one inch. A
op
II
IS carved on the top
edge, to throw waves
away from the inside of
the cancer.
The next step Is tying
In the seats with twine.
No nails or screws are
used in a dugout canoe,
only twine and wooden

so Joe and Carl have
also made a number of
paddles to
canoes. The paddles are
mah out of yew wood
which Is a very strong
wood and Is In abun-

Meares
dance
w
Island. They have also
made seal skin flats
which, In the old days,
were used by the whale

m feet long.
Other canoe
were the fishing canoes
(about to feet), seal
hunting canoes (21 to 23

and

feet)
canoes

whaling
Its feet and

longer).

The Martin brothers
make good use of Meir
canoes, as they spend a
lot of time fishing and

gathering
the
Clayoquot Sound
area. Some of the foods
you might find on their
table Include all kinds
of
fish,
smoked
herrings,
clams,
oysters,
and
to 50 and sea urchins.

hunters.
There are several
kinds of west coast
dugouts, ranging in size
from the small utility
canoe. usually 12 to 14
feet in length, up to the
huge

which were

w

V%

memorable young men In the canoe
the quite thrift.
The Martins strongly
brothers
when
the
Meares
they, along with Peter support
cause
and
they
Williams and William island
on
any
logging
Ambrose, addled to oppose
Island
as
it
would
Ahousat to attend a Me
affect their way of life.
potlatch.
Two of the canoes
When they arrived at
the village they were that they carved et
met on the beach by the Heelboom Bay were
Arousals who lifted donated to raise money
Meares Island
their
out of the tor
legal
fund.
dugout
A
water and carried It
Tofino
won
by
and the four passengers was
Celestes
resident Gale
to the hall.
is
le -looter
This Is an old custom and an
being
raffled
amongst the Nuu -cheh- presently
fulfil which hadn't been to raise more money for
for many, many the fund.
years and it gave th
One

ca

tor'

L'e:i.,;

"

that

stern and the
carved Iron
are
prow
separate pieces. To get
a perfect fit, charcoal is
rubbed on the stern and
prow and they are
pressed onto where they
see the work they could
do with Me tools of the are to fit on the canoe,
to trace a design, When
day, he says.
to
The first canoe that everything Is carved
stern
the
the brothers made was fit perfectly
seal and prow are attached
22 -foot - for
a
hunting canoe. This one with pegs and twine and
spruce
with
was shaped Out at the sealed
pitch.
from
village of Opltset
Spruce pitch Is also
a cedar log that they
to patch knotholes.
used
fell on McCaw Peninare
boughs
Spruce
the
sole. The piece for
hole
along
stuffed
prow came Iron the
east side of the village will, a lyew wood stick
and Me stern piece was and It Is sealed with
Lemmens pitch. Then the stick is
In
found
broken off and made
Inlet.
The Martins worked smooth.
When the canoe Is
on four more canoes at
Heelboom Bay on the completed it is burned
outside to
the
east coast of Meares
it
and
whale oil
toughen
the
winter
Island during
on
t
Inside
the
Is
rubbed
of 1984. Three of these
Is
not
easily
Whale
oil
canoes were made from
obtainable
anymore
but
a single 34 -toot log.
some
got
the
Martins
The first thing that a
a
whale that
canoe maker does is from
ashore.
recently
drifted
look for a good sound
a
dugout
Making
tree that Is straight and
a
lot
of
tar of rot and limbs. canoe is It takes hard
clear
time
Clayoquot elder Dan work and
David Sr. says that the and patience.
The main tools that
place In the area 10
e.
used are
are
get a tree for a canoe IS
ax
knife,
adze.
draw
In Mosquito Harbour on
the east side of Meares chisels and drills.
Chopping the wood
Island, because there
by hand can be
lee.' keels In
are
tiring,
and the brothers
the cedar trees there.
the
advice of their
The tree can he cut In take
told them,
wno
who
the forest and shaped father
out there. It is then easy "when You s tired of
to carry out and finish. carving you sit on the
After the tree is end ef the canoe and
fallen, It IS cut to length look at mend see where
and sometimes, If it lea fa take more off. Then
end up with e
large tree, It will be you'll end
canoe"
good
split In half.
Of course a canoe is
The bottom of the
not
of much use unless
canoe is shaped lint,
Men the sides, end you have addles for It,

n
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"Indians still use Meares Island"
The Indians of Clayoquot Sound have been dependent
on the forest as Europeans never have been. Old cedar
trees offer an example. The tree that is seen by a forester
as decadent was a valuable resource to The Indian. The
inner bark was used for containers, clothing and regalia;
planks were used for the buildings and for other structures
such as fish traps; and larger sections were used to make
canoes. Trees were cut down for some purposes. huge
logs were used for the buildings, but often planks or bark
were taken without the tree being cut down. It would
survive the uses to which it was put and be available in the
future.
The island is much more than trees, but the trees are
essential to the survival of the other uses.
The evidence shows that the Indians still use Meares
Island, including the Heelboom Bay area. and that logging
is not compatible with that use.

Honourable Justice Seaton
Reasons for Judgment in the Court of Appeal
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Joe says that his real
in
canoes
Interest
developed when he was
logging and he found
several old ones In the
bush. "I was amazed to
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decade is up.

no mills will close"
The evidence does not estaollsn
that
logging Meares Island is
economically essential to MacMillan
Bloedel. No mills will close if Meares
Island is not logged. We were told that
something like one per cent of the
tree -farm licence in question is on the
Island.

A NOTE...

"Desertification now

threatens 35 per cent of
the planet's land sun.
face and 85 0 million
people
Aleut
poor

,

Honourable Justice Seaton
Reasons for Judgment in the
Court of Appeal

square miles turn
to desert yearly.
.eAAbo ft
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are

forest
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are
and the rate of lob is
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Life on Meares as recalled
by Winnie David
By

CHARLOTTE COTE

"It was heaven," said Winnie David recalling her life

on

Meares Island. At age 19 Winnie married Hyacinth David
from the Clayoquot Band. They moved to Meares Island
where they lived and raised their children in the village nl
Opitsaht till 1958. Her husband was a fishermen and in the
winter he trapped mink. Their life on Meares Island was
of
the life one would dream of "We had plenty
everything," said Winnie. "There were fish, deer. clams
and ducks, plenty Of Mallards which I love to eat " laughed
Winnie. Her smile changes to a frown as she thinks Of.
Meares Island and that it could be logged. "It breaks my
heart to think about those loggers wanting 'o destroy it
an
Winnie said - "That island is a paradise. and those trees.
big, and so beautiful."
Although reluctant to discuss many of the medicines
used by the native people on Meares Island, as they are,
in
many cases closely guarded secrets, Winnie
would talk about some of the medicinal plants used.
Oregon grapes were plentiful on the island They
looked like a holly bush with little berries on them The
roots were boiled and used for healing The root el the
for
Skunk Cabbage and Frog leaves were also used
healing. The leaves from the cedar tree were used when
something poisonous was eaten. It would help dispell the
poison from the system. The bark from ine cascara tree
was used as a laxative. Winnie said that they used to pick
to
the bark and sell it to the government They also used
pick ferns from the forests which they sold 'n florists
Cedar hark was used for clothing, mats. hats and baskets
To make clothing the bark was rubbed along the corner of
soft
a table which would fluff up the bark making it very
There was plenty of yew wood, a hardwood that they used
for making paddles. Winnie said she used to make
brooches out of the wood and sell them
"Those were the days." said Winnie. She recalls how
the village people would gather in the big houses for
dinner. They would cook up fish and clams in huge pats
There was plenty for everyone, she said, no one starved nn
I

Meares_

Winnie remembers the days when her and Hyacinth
would go in their canoe to pick berries along the shores
"Now they want to log- Meares." she said. "They took our
land, our trees. most of our fishing rights. now they want
Meares Island "

BOOK REVIEW
MEARES ISLAND

- protecting

I

natural paradise

By BOB SODERLUND

by the
Friends of Clayoquot Sound and the
Western Canada Wilderness Society,
this book Is a valuable source of
Information lbw anyone wishing to
know about Meares Island and how
peoples
ative
and
native
to save
efforts
became united In their
the island from logging.
In the forward, Moses Marlin,
former chief councillor of the
Co- published in

July

INNS

Clayoquot Tribe u explains what
Meares Island means to his people.
He says, "Meares Island, home to
my people, the Clayequots for
thousands of years without break,
lying lust west of the national park
known as Pacific Rim, forever holds
its long history, Its tradition, and its
beauty. Once roamed by such greet
and wellknown native leaders as
Chief Wlckaninnish among others,
their descendants still carry these
and to this day still Occupy
Our traditional
res island i
living and
life,
native way of
most Imair
ana
breathing clean
native
sea foods
portant, gathering of
and medicines yet unpolluted by any
large industries."
The main text of the book describe
the human and natural history of the
island, and how the native people
sustained themselves, using the
natural 'resources. It Men takes the
reader through the period of contact
with the nn- native people, and up to
the present day and the Threata of
and
d
confrontation
deforestation,
court battles.
Throughout this entire time the
native people have lived on and used
"The gigantic
Meares Island
madden at opiheht Is the largest on
Meares and one of the largest on the
B.C. Coast. It attests to over 5,080
years of continuous and Intensive use
of Meares."
This intensive use of resources
Includes food items such as the
salmon, shellfish, berries, roots,
medicinal plants, and "basic to their
work was the cedar." Some uses of
the cedar tree are bark for clothing
and baskets, planks for houses, and
for canoes, which are made only
best, rot-free trees.
from
Control of the land In the Clayoquot
Sound area was assumed by the B.C.
government et the time of confederation, and land grants were
made available to white settlers..
They were able to preempt 160 acres
while
M land for pittance or for free,
natives
the
during the same period
which
reserves
"given"
were
person.
.
amounted to 7.15 acres per
to
The natives were not allowed
preempt any land.
The authors state "In using land
In
grants to entice set
CColumbia
the
British
Sound,
ound,
an
government
assumption', that the lend no longer
belonged to the native peoples.
Unlike the neaps Indians In central
and eastern Canada, the Nuu -ChahNulth had never signed away the

-

the

4.77

a

rights to their lands."
more
followed
What
giveaways of land during s The early
1900's to speculators who saw the
value In the huge trees. However
little development took place in the
area during the first half of the
century, but in the 1950's, aloe forest
giants MacMillan Sioedel and B.C.

Forest Products were granted huge
tree farm licences on the west coast
of Vancouver Island, Including most
of Meares Island. "Over the next few
decades the logging operations of
both BCFP and MB crept closer to
Meares."
As its title would suggest, the book

also describes the natural history of
the Island and the "intricate In.
terconnecting web of life we call an
00

ystem."
s

Mane species of trees, plants, and
wildlife exist on Meares Including
western Bred cedar up to 15d feet In
diameter, "One gnarled and ancient
m on a r ch with a girth of over Or tact
years old.
Is possibly more than 1500
n
cedar
known
living
largest
It Is the
tree in Canada."
"Meares Island sustains much the
same wildlife species t has for
centuries past;" Including deer,
otter, mink, racoon, squirrels,
martens, bats, black bear, cougar
and wolves.
tiding waters support a
assurrounding
hair
farms of life
great
seals, harbor aorpo, seal lies,a
whales, and waterfowl, to name a
few.
The final chapters of the book deal
ting
practices
logging
with
resulting
the
deforestailn and
degradation of salmon streams, bird
and
munculs.
habitants,
taken
cation opportunities.
to slogging on Meares has taken
several forms, as natives and non
tom
natives joined faces, and
blockades, in demontogether In Ngh
media events, and
ed,
Winked,
In the Bourn.
The book concludes with the
statement that "Traditional native
cultures, like many of the world's
great religions, teach a respect for
the natural world and humility
regarding our place In It. To use and
not abuse. A walk In Meares' forest
reveals this, 11 you listen."

-

informative,
"Meares island -Protecting a Natural
Paradise" is very pleasing to look
through with Its numerous beautiful
Besides

being

photographs In color and In black and
white.
Over hall of its 64 pages are
maps and
to
photos,
devoted
The book Is available at book stores
and gift shops on Vancouver Island
and the Lower Mainland for a price
of 512. Proceeds from the sale of the
book will be used to protect Meares

Island as a Tribal Park.
Dealers Inquiries should be made
to: Friends of Clayoquot Sound, Box
seer Torino, B.C., VOR 2Z0 or Western
Canada Wilderness Committee, 1200
Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C., NMI

The following is a list of people, tribes, organizations
that have made donations to the Meares Island legal fund.
Unfortunately this list is not complete, there area number of other donors whose names were not recorded or

May 17, 18, 10: Lahal tournament al the Mali! Malls Gym,
Port Alberni, hosted by the Ahousat Dance Group. A fund.
raiser for the Meares Island case. For more info call 723-3977.
May 17: Lip Sync Contest starts at 6:30 p.m. at the Somass
Hall on the Sheshaht Reserve. Entry: Sin per person or $15 per
group, Admission SI for adults, 50 cents for children. Prizes of
$200 for first, alga for second, $50 for third. All proceeds to
Meares Island Legal Fund. For more info call Phyllis Sam at
7241225. (work) or 724 -5018 (home) or Claudine Watts at 724-

who were anonymous,
The Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council, and Ahousat and
Clayoquot Tribes would like to offer their sincere thank
you to everyone who has shown their support for their
Kleko, Kleko.
Simon John
cause.
Sheshaht Band

RPay.

4873.

May 30, 31, June I: Meares Island Sr- Men's Softball Tourment and Dance. Games at Sheshahl Reserve and Stirling
Field. For more info call Rob Soderlund at 724 -5757 between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
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this
letter
printed
verbatim, but does not
or
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promote
disobedience.
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Dear Westgast Family,
We have been spending a lot of time this winter networking with
rainforest, environmental, spiritual and native groups who have been
very Inspired by our determination on Meares Island. One meeting
included representatives from 21 rainforest countries. In every one
the pattern Is the same: the land Is ravaged, the native peoples
bought off with welfare and another whole world of knowledge and
language, of cultural and spiritual traditions, the ancestors and the
songs have all been lost. In Amazonia this year the indigenous forest
dwellers have been captured and killed outright, had their villags
burned, their children kidnapped, been given poisoned food and
diseased blankets and clothing so that mining and logging companies
could generate a profitable "harvest ". Sound familiar? At least Mee
and Blo haven't resorted yet to the techniques of the last century.
Mears island Tribal Park Is unique In all the world. It Is a symbol
small place by
of what natives and whites can do to save lust one
to
working in unity. Our struggle sets an example aboriginal peoples

natural
everywhere who only want to live out their traditions In the
we can
andscape. it others can draw Inspiration front our example,
If we
begin to see pockets of the natural world return to this planet.
many
many,
give up Meares Island, we kill hope for the future in
places. Will we now let "progress" still our songs and drumming?
let
Will we now let "profit" kill our grandfather cedar? Will we now
the
eagle?
wolf
and
"civilisation" finish our brothers the
of the court's
In our hearts we have already won. Regardless
Island.
Meares
the
forests
of
in
ultimate decision, many of us will be
and
our
children's
These trees and hills and bays are for our children
children.
research work
We would like to see a lot more of our legal end
time and all
donated as so many of us have already donated all our
Who
our money for so long. In essence, we
and
boat
trips
r the months of
can put a price on the weeks of
All
fuel and supplies, organizing, writing, living In the woods?
donated
year,
It's time for the rest of us. Our family will pledge Mega this
non the outside, but we lave
with 8100 enclosed. We may not he
the
way of anyone who wants to
stand
In
this land and we're going to
destroy it.
In peace and life,
C.J. HINKE,
"Every home has

a

hammer..."

Wiokandnish Island
Torino, B.C.
mee Sze

A

Grandma...

gu sh
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HELP SAVE MEARES ISLAND
You can help to preserve Meares Island by making
a donation to the Meares Island Legal Fund.
Make cheques payable to NTC, Meares Island,
P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7M2.
Please indicate if you want a tax deductable re-

ceipt.
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3000 Year Old Bowl Found on Meares Island

PRINTS FOR SALE
---

R

proceeds to Meares Island Fund

1
1
1

1
1
1

A stone bowl, the first
piece of its kind to be
found on the West Coast
on
discovered
was
Meares Island at the Old
Sutton's Mill site. The
was found by
bowl
American tourists and

sits
at
the
Provincial Museum in
Victoria. The tourists

now

had given the bowl to
the Denver Museum
who then sent the bowl

1
i

1
1

1

heard rumors of the
bowl and got in touch
with Jim Haggerty,
assistant curator of the
B.C. Museum who got in

with
touch
authorities to

the
track

down the bowl. A lady in
Tofino who knew the
tourists was contacted
and a deal was made
that if the bowl were
brought back it would go
into Native hands.
The bowl is made of
sandstone which is very
unsual, said Al Mackie,

following an agreement
that the bowl would sit
in trust with the B.C.
Mackie
Museum until the NTC archeologist.
on
Meares
did
a
survey
built.
Museum was
Ron Hamilton said he Island in 1982 and says

he never came across

this stone while surveying Meares. But, he
says, this doesn't mean
that this stone at one
time didn't exist on
-

Meares

Island as the

earth

always

is

especially
changing
age.
the
glacier
during
apcenproximately
timetres long and has a
shape of an animal but
because of wear is in-

The

bowl

is

20

distinguishable.
Museum
officials
estimate that the bowl

is approximately 3,000
years old.
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Public
Support

i
"ANCIENT KNOWLEDGE"
Ancient Knowledge by Joe David, green design on cream paper, 183/4"
16 ", $20 each.

each
of
understanding
other's part in informing
the world, the general
public, our intention to
claim this heritage passed
to the present -day
on
made up of
generation
men, women
all people
portance of our struggle and children, and friends
against a strong opposition from all walks of life. God
that is will prevail.
to our ideal
land,
our
of
restoration
Thanks all,
Title
Aboriginal
and the
Jo and Earl George
to
on
that we are passing
Ahousat, B.C.
to
the young generations
I
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RE: MEARES ISLAND TEEN DANCE
TO: Editor, Ha- Shilth -Sa

1

FROM: Jackie A. Watts
held a teen dance, February 22, 1986 at the Port
Alberni Friendship Centre. The reason for having
the dance was to raise money for Meares Island.
managed to raise $56.23. would like to thank my
volunteers for helping me out, they are: Dale R.
and Steve B., music; Wendy J. and Charlotte C.,
concession; Rachel B. and Brenda W., door; the
teens who came out to dance.
would also like to thank Julie F., Dean Lucas,
Charlene
Flotvik, Jeanette Andrews,
John
don't
Lawrence for helping me get organized.
want to forget to thank Steve L. for donating $4.50
each to the break -dancers.
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come. Most of all happy

Dear Editor:
Enclosed is a Meares
Island contribution from
the bake and rummage
sale put on by the Ahousat
would like to
ladies.
thank all the people that
have supported this cause,
as we all know the im-

1
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Native Sites

for Meares Island

Malik

1

Survey finds
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Archeological
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"CROWN OF TITLE"

I

Crown of Title by Joe David, black design on cream paper,

21"

x 19 ", $20

each.

Silkscreen prints by west coast artists Joe David. Frank
Charlie, and Art Thompson are available at the Nuu -chahnulth Tribal Council Office.
All proceeds from the sale of these prints will go to the
Meares Island Legal Fund. A good suggestion for the next
birthday or wedding present that you have to buy, or treat
yourself and help the cause at the same time.
Anyone wishing to buy these prints can contact Bob
Soderlund at the NTC Office, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni.
B.C., V9Y 7M2. Phone 724 -5757. We will deliver in Port
Alberni, Tofino, or Ucluelet, or will mail to outside areas.
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To: Nuu -Chah -Nulth Tribal Council.
Dear Sirs:
wish to lend my support in your battle for
Meares Island.
So far the injunction proves there is
reasonable doubt that Meares Island should
be decimated.
Geographically we are apart, the enclosed
small contribution for your impending legal
fees in October is unfortunately all I'm able to
do; but keep in mind that there is sympathy
for your fight here in Ontario.
The best of luck.
Sincerely,
Andrea Kulesh
Richmond Hill, Ontario.
I
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A survey done three
years ago on Meares
Island uncovered much
evidence that Meares
was inhabited years
Mackie,
Al
ago.
freelance archeologist,
with a crew of three
people, did a four -month
survey of the Meares
shoreline to look for and
map sites.
The survey was done
anywhere where it was
remotely possible to
have been a site. A soil
sampler was used to
probe into the ground as
far down as two metres
to check the structure of
the soil. If there was a
lot of shell and black soil
this indicated there was
probably a site there at
one time. With each site
found there is a boundary drawn up and a
The
made.
map
concentration
heaviest
of sites were found in

Inlet,

Lemmens

Mosquito Harbour and
Heelboom

Bay.

-

Trees

with bark stripped were
especially
also found
around Lone Cove which
indicated the area was
inhabited.
Through the survey
to
tried
Mackie
the
effects
determine
logging would have on
The
Island.
Meares
Heritage Conservation
Branch sponsored a
.

slide

show

done

by

Mackie for MB to show
the effects of logging
Meares. MB has also
done a study of Meares
Island but has not
released the results of
the study.

